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Abstract 
We prove three different types of complexity lower bounds for the one-way unbounded-error 
and bounded-error error probabilistic communication protocols for boolean functions. The lower 
bounds are proved in terms of the deterministic communication complexity of functions and in 
terms of the notion “probabilistic communication characteristic” that we define. 
We present booiean functions with the different probabilistic communication characteristics 
which demonstrates that each of these lower bounds can be more precise than the others dc- 
pending on the probabilistic communication characteristics of a function. 
Our lower bounds are good enough for proving that proper hierarchy for one-way probabilistic 
communication complexity classes depends on a measure of bounded error. 
As the application of lower bounds for probabilistic communication complexity, we prove rwo 
different types of complexity lower bounds for the one-way bounded-error error probabilistic 
space complexity. 
Our lower bounds are good enough for proving proper hierarchies for different one-way prob- 
abilistic space communication complexity classes inside SI’,4CE(n) (namely for bounded error 
probabilistic computation, and for errors of probabilistic computation). 
1. ln~oduetion 
One of the important problems of probabilistic computations is: why are probabilistic 
algorithms more effective sometimes? For different models of computations there are 
several examples of problems for which bounded error probabilistic computations can 
serve much complexity when we use them instead of deterministic ones. 
In the paper we investigate this problem for one-way communication model of com- 
putation. We define the notion of communication characteristic of boolean function 
which may help our intuition on understanding why for some functions we cannot 
construct probabilistic computation which is much cheaper than deterministic one. We 
mention that a communication argument has a long history in complexity theory. See 
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surveys [19,20] where one can find different examples of applications of communica- 
tion complexity approach. I would like to mention the paper [13] as one of the last 
approaches of a lower bounds for one-way probabilistic communication complexity for 
proving exponentional lower bound of complexity for two-level threshold circuits. 
The model of a communication protocol we are using is based on that of Yao [27], 
who introduced the notion of deterministic and probabilistic communication complexity. 
Two processors PO and PI wish to compute a boolean function of two arguments. 
The first argument, X, of the Boolean function f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” + (0, 1) is known 
to PO, and the second argument, y, is known to PI. With the function f, we associate 
a 2” x 2” communication matrix CM whose (x, y)th entry, CM[x, y], is f(~, y). 
In order to compute f, PO and PI communicate with each other in turn by sending 
messages (sequences of bits) according to some protocol 4. PO is always the first one 
to send a message. The output produced by PI or by PO is a single bit b. PO and PI 
have unlimited local computing power, and the ability to realize an arbitrary probability 
distribution over the set of messages they transmit in each turn. The complexity is the 
number of bits transmitted. 
Papadimitrio and Sipser [23] defined the notion of k-round protocols in which up to 
k messages between PO and PI are exchanged, and proved some relations between the 
complexity of k-round protocols and (k- 1)-round protocols. Duris et al. [9] generalized 
the results in [23]. They proved an exponential gap in complexity between deterministic 
k-round protocols and (k - I)-round protocols. 
If k = 1, then following [23], we call such a protocol a one-VVUJJ protocol. So a one- 
way communication protocol is a restricted model in which only one processor, PO, is 
allowed to send messages. If k > 1 then we call such a protocol a two-way protocol. 
Paturi and Simon [24] exhibited a one-way probabilistic protocol for each two-way 
probabilistic protocol (with unbounded error) such that both compute the same function 
with the same probability and their communication complexities differ by at most 1. 
Yao [28] presented a boolean function for which he proved an exponential gap be- 
tween one-way (one-round) and two-round probabilistic protocols with bounded error. 
Halstenberg and Reischuk [ 141 generalized the results in [28,9]. They proved an ex- 
ponential gap in complexity between deterministic k-round protocols and probabilistic 
(k- 1)-round protocols with fixed error of probability. Nisan and Wigderson [22] exhib- 
ited an explicit function which exhibits exponential gap between its k and (k- 1)-round 
randomized complexity. 
Extended abstracts of the results presented in this paper have been published in the 
ICALP’93 [2] and the LFCS’94 [3] proceedings. 
Known simulation results of [9, 14, 181 allow us to use “fixed partition” model instead 
of “optimal partition” model without loss of generality. In this paper we consider the 
worst-case complexity for probabilistic communication. 
We prove three different lower bounds for probabilistic one-way communication 
complexity of boolean functions. 
(1) For bounded-error error computations: (a) entropic lower bound (Theorem 1) 
and (b) metric lower bound (Theorem 4). 
(2) For unbounded-error computation geometric lower bound (Theorem 5). 
We use different methods for proving these lower bounds: the “entropy” method [I] 
for Theorem 1; the Rabin’s 1251 “metric” method for Theorem 4; and the Phan Dinh 
Dieu “geometric” method [X] for Theorem 5. 
We define the notion of probubilistic cnmmunicution churucteristic of boolean func- 
tions. This characteristic plays an important role in the entropic lower bound. 
We present boolean functions which demonstrates that each of our three lower 
bounds can be more precise than the others depending on the probabilistic commu- 
nication characteristics of a function and the error of computation. The upper bounds 
of probabilistic communication complexity for these functions show that the lower 
bounds of the paper are not far from optimal. 
As a corollary of the influences of the communication structure of boolean func- 
tions on communication complexity, we ~iemonstrate the following property for the 
boolean functions 81, .q?. The deterministic communication complexity of ~11 is less 
than the deterministic communication complexity of 91, but in the probabilistic case, 
on the contrary, the probabilistic communication complexity of 02 is greater than the 
probabilistic communication complexity of ql. 
Entropic lower bound is powerful enough to prove that proper hierarchy for one- 
way probabilistic communication complexity classes depends on a measure of bounded 
error. 
We show that when considering “almost all boolean functions” the most precise 
lower bound can be given either by Yao’s lower bound or by our entropic lower 
bound, depending on the error probability allowed. 
As the application of lower bounds for probabilistic communication complexity, we 
prove two different types of complexity lower bounds for the one-way bounded-error 
error probabilistic space complexity. The lower bounds are proved for arbitrary lan- 
guages in the general way in terms of the detemunistic communication dimension of 
languages and in terms of the notion “probabilistic communication characteristic” of 
language that we define. These lower bounds are inconlparabIe. 
Our lower bounds are good enough for proving proper hierarchies for different one- 
way probabilistic space communication complexity classes inside SPACE(n) (namely 
for bounded error probabilistic computation, and for errors of probabilistic computa- 
tion). 
2. Definitions 
In the probabilistic one-way model, PO sends the messages Pl,&. . . . ,ljd, with prob- 
abilities pr, ~2,. . . , pd, respectively (cf=, p, = 1). PI, on the receipt of /I,, outputs 1 
with probability qi and 0 with probability 1 - qi. The probability distribution on the 
set of messages sent by PO is entirely determined by the input at PO alone, and is not 
influenced by the input at PI. Similarly, the probabilities q! at PI depend only on its 
input and the message j?i received. 
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The one-way probabilistic protocol 4 can therefore be completely specified by two 
functions p, v: (0, l}” x n/f, --r [0, I], where A$ = {pi, &, . . . ,&) is the set of ail 
messages that are sent by PO for some input and [0, l] is the closed interval on the real 
line with end points 0 and 1. p and v can be represented as d-dimensional vectors 
P(X) = (PI(X), P2(X), . . . I m(x)), Q) = (ql(y),qdy), . . .,q&)); where d = b&l, 
pi(x) is the probability that PO sends the messages /?i when reading x and qi(y) is 
the probability that PI, on the receipt of pi and reading the input y, outputs 1. Tn the 
computation T,(x,Y), the probabili~ of outputting the bit b = 1 is Cf=, ~i(x)q~(~~) 
and the bit b = 0 is 1 - cf=, pi(x)qi(y). 
We say that the probabilistic protocol q5 p-computes, pb 4, a function f if for 
every input (x, y) E (0, l}” x (0, I}” it holds that f(x, y) = b iff the probability of 
outputting the bit b in the computation T&X, y) is no less than p when p = i + E, 
E > 0, and is greater than p when p = $. 
The last is important because the probabilistic protocol which computes the func- 
tion with probability exactly $ can compute any function without any communication 
between processors. 
Definition 1 ( Wtxsst-ease ~~~~l~~e~~t~). The probabilistic communication complexity 
C(4) of the probabilistic protocol 4 is [log dkz(+)l , where dj~(~) = /h&I is the 
total number of messages used by 4. 
For E E (0, l], p = $ + E the probabilistic communication complexity PC,(f) of a 
boolean function f is 
min (C(4) : the probabilistic protocol # p-computes f 
for the inputs of the length PZ}. 
The i-probabilistic communication complexity PCl/z(f) of a boolean function f is 
min{C(#): the probabilistic protocol 4 l/2-computes f 
for the inputs of the length 82). 
The deterministic protocol 4 is a particular case of the one-way probabilistic protocol. 
In the deterministic one-way model, PO deterministically sends one message /3 E Mb 
determined by the input at PO alone, and is not influenced by the input at P,. PI on 
the receipt of j3, deterministi~ally outputs bit b depending only on its input and the 
message ,!? received. 
The one-way deterministic protocol d, computes a function f if J’(x,y) = b iff the 
computation T@(x, y) outputs the bit b. 
Definition 2. The deterministic communication complexity DC(j”, n) of a boolean func- 
tion f is 
min(C(4) : the deterministic protocol 4 computes f 
for the inputs of the Iength n}. 
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3. Lower bounds 
As it is mentioned in [27] the one-way deterministic communication complexity 
DC(j‘) of a boolean function ,f‘ is easily seen to be [log(nron(F))l, where nrow(CM) 
is the number of distinct rows of communication matrix CM of the function ,f’. 
Fix an X C{O. I}“, X = {xI,.YI,. .x,,,.,,,.(cM)}, such that for X.X E X it holds that 
CM[x] # CM[x-‘I, where CM[.r] denotes the xth rows of the communication matrix 
CM. 
We call such a set X of words the set of representatives for the boolean function ,f’. 
Choose a Y c{O, l}“, Y = {yt, y:. . . ..I+}. such that for an arbitrary two words 
X,X E X there exists a word y E Y such that f(.~, I!) # ,f’(x’. y). The set Y is cullat 
the control set jhr tke matrix CM. The notion of control set (test) was introduced by 
Jablonsky (see, for example, [7]) and is well known. 
Denote 
r.s(CM) = min{ ]Yl : Y is a control set for CM}. 
It is evident that [lognvow(CM)l < ts(,f’) < nrow(CM) or OC(,j’) 6 t.s(CM) < 
2’1” f I 
3. I. Entropic lower bound 
Given a function ,f : (0, 1}” x (0, l}’ + (0, 1 }. and its communication matrix CM, 
define &c(,f) = ts(CM)/lognrow(CM). We call &c(f) the deterministic communica- 
tion characteristic of the boolean function f. 
Definition 3. Given a function ,f: (0, l}” x (0, 1)” 4 (0, l}, number p E [i, I], de- 
tine pccP(,J‘) = &c(f)H(p), where H(p) = -p log p - (1 - p) log( 1 ~ p) is the 
Shannon entropy. We call pcc,(J‘) the p-probabilistic communication characteristic of 
the boolean function f‘. 
From the definitions it follows that for an arbitrary boolean function ,f’ and for 
P t [t, II, H(p)bpcc,(.f)6(2”in)H(p) holds. 
Theorem 1. For an arbitrary jimction ,f: (0, I}” x (0, I}” + (0. l}, andfor arbitrary 
i: E (0, ;I, p = + + c, 
fq,f) >OC(f>( 1 - pcc,(J’)) - 1. 
Proof. Let $ be a probabilistic protocol p-computing boolean function .f. Let X be 
the set of representatives for the boolean function .f and Y be the control set for ,f. 
Define the random value 5 on the set X as follows: P(t = x) = l/nuow(CM). 
Define the random value 0 on the set A4+ of messages of probabilistic protocol 4 as 
follows: P(0 = ,l/< = x) = Pr(p rocessor PO sends message /3’ when received input x). 
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Then from the definitions and the properties of the quantity of the information and 
entropy (we use the notations and properties from [ 11, Section 2.31) it follows that 
I([,@ = H(8) - H(e/o <H(Q) d c,, 
For proving the statement of the theorem it is sufficient to prove that 
H(W) G WWi(P). (1) 
Let t = ts(f). Define the characteristic binary string b(x) = br 62 . . . b, for each word 
x E X as follows: for i E { 1,2,. . . , t}, b, = l(0) iff f(x, yi) = l(0) for y, E Y. 
Let B(X) = {b(x): x E A’}. Define the random vector rt = (ret, 7~2,. ,TQ) on the set 
B(X) as follows: P(n = b(x)) = P(5: = x). From the definition of the random vector 
n it follows that 
H(W) = H(T@) d C H(ni/O>. 
i=l 
So to prove inequality (1) it is sufficient to prove that for all i E { 1,2, . . , t} it holds 
that 
H(ni/e> <H(P). (2) 
Let yi, i E { 1,2,. . , t}, be a random variable with range (0, l} such that P(qi = 
l/6 = /3) = Pr (protocol 4 outputs 1 when PO sends message /I’ and PI has input yi). 
The value of vi depends statistically only on the value of 8; therefore it holds that 
From the property of function H we have 
H(n;/Q) = H(ri/‘fl> Vi) <H(ni/‘yi). 
By the definition of the entropy we have 
H(Xi/r/i) = P(r/i = l)H(~i/qi = 1) + P(r/i = O)H(Xi/g, = 0). 
(3) 
Define o = P(ni = l/~/i = 1 ), O’ = P(ni = O/vi = 0). Then we can rewrite the last 
equation as follows: 
H(r&) = P(qi = l)H(co) + P(yl = O)H(w’). 
Then using the convexity property of the entropy function H we have 
H(Ti/qi)<H(P(qi = 1)~ + P(vi = 0)~‘) = H(P(Tc, = vi)). (4) 
The probability P(7-c; = yi), i E {1,2,. . .,t}, is the probability of the event that 
the protocol C$ outputs the correct answer if processor PO has the input x E X and 
processor PI has the input yi E Y. 
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As protocol d outputs the correct answer with probability no less than p then it 
follows that for all i E { 1,2,. . . , t} it holds that 
P(rG = !T,) 3 p. 
The entropy function H(p) monotonically decreased from 1 to 0 for p E [i, l] when 
p + I. So for all i E { 1,2,. . , t} it holds that 
H(P(n, = VI )) <H(P). 
The last equation and inequalities (4), (3) and (2) prove inequality (1) and the 
statement of the theorem. 0 
Using the Taylor expansion for the entropy function H( i + a), when i: 4 0, one can 
verify the following fact: 
H(i + 1:) = 1 ~ &2 + . 
As a corollary from Theorem 1 and the expansion for the entropy function H( 4 + t:) 
we have the following statement. 
Theorem 2. Let fkr a function f’: (0, l}” x (0, I}’ 1 (0, l}, dcc(f) = 1. Lcf i: E 
(0, ; ] und i: + 0 when n -+ x, p = i + 1:. Then 
PC,(f) 2 Q(DC(f)E2). 
Using the fact that h(p) N (1 - p) log( 1 - p)-’ when p + 1 from Theorem 1 we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let for u function f : (0, l}’ x (0, I}” 1 (0, l}, kc(f‘) = I. Let w E 
(O,i)under+O when n---m, p= 1 -eey. Then 
PC,,(f) >DC(,f) - o(DC(f)er log rr-’ ). 
3.2. Metric lolver bound 
Theorem 4. For un arbitraryfimction f : (0, 1)” x (0, 1)” + (0, l}, and,fiw arbitrury 
I: E (,O, ;I, p = ; + c, 
For proving Theorem 4 it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Giwn an arbitrary function ,f: (0, l}” x (0, l}” + (0, l}, and arbitrq~ 
I: E (0, i], p = i + F. Let 4 be an arbitrary probubilistic protocol p-computing 
fimction f. Then 
dim( $) >, (log nrow( CM))/ log( 1 + 1 ,is) 
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Proof. Denote d = dim(4). In the d-dimensional vector space Rd define the metric as 
follows. For p = {pi, ~2,. . . , pd} and CL’= {P;~P;,...,P;), 
PG4 11’) = g I Pi - Pll. 
Two arbitrary words x,x’ from a set of representatives X have the following property: 
/@u(x), P(J)) 22s. 
To prove this inequality choose y E (0, l}” such that f(x, y) = 1 and f(x’, _Y) = 0, 
or f(x, JJ) = 0 and f(x’, y) = 1. Assume that the first is right. So we have 
From this property it follows that if we draw a sphere of the radius E with the 
centers p(x), x E X, then these spheres do not intersect pairwise. All these spheres are 
in a large sphere of radius 1 + E which has center (O,O, . . ,O) because all p(x), x E X 
are stochastic vectors. The volume of a sphere of a radius r in Rd is crd where the 
constant c depends on the metric p. So it holds that 
nrow(CM) <c( 1 + &C&d = (1 + l/&)d. 17 
3.3. Geometric lower bound 
Theorem 5. For an arbitrary function f: (0, 1)” x (0, l}” + (0, l}, 
PC&) 3 logDC(f) - log log ts(CM) - 1. 
Theorem 5 is a consequence of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Define some technical notions. Let Bd be the d-dimensional Euclidean space. A 
(d - 1 )-dimensional hyperplane 
CZlZl + ~2222 + . . + adzd = b 
divides gd into two connected domains, that we specify by the inequalities 
alZl + QZ2 + ‘. . + adzd > b 
and 
~121 + ~2~2 + . . + ad&j db. 
Let k(d, t) denote the maximal number of connected domains that t (d- 1 )-dimensional 
hyperplanes can determine in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Bd. We will use the 
following fact [2 I]. 
Lemma 3.2. If d = 1 and t>l then k(d,t) = t+l. IJ‘d>2 and t>2 then k(d,t)<td. 
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Lemma 3.3. Given un arbitrary function ,f : (0, 1 }” x (0, 1 }‘I 4 { 0, 1 }, let 4 hr NH 
arbitrury probabilistic protocol I/2-computing ,fimction ,f‘. Thrn 
log dil??( 4) 3 log log HTOMi( CM) - log log ts( CM). 
Proof. Let u’ = &n(4), t = ts(CA4). Let Y = { _rj 1~7 L’[} ,,&,..‘>. be a control set for the 
function ,f‘. Given a word x E (0, l}” and a word yI E Y denote 
l’(vi) = (U;,U;, 3.. ,a>), 
where z; = p,(x) is the probability that Pa sends the messages pi when reading x and 
al, = q;(yi) is the probability that PI, on the receipt of /!~i and reading the input y,. 
outputs 1. 
Then by the definition of 4 we have that ,f(s, vi) = 1 iff 
a;~, + U$Z~ + . + a;zd > i 
In the d-dimensional vector space Rd, we consider t (d ~ 1 )-dimensional hyperplanes 
given by equations 
a;=, + a;.?1 + . ’ + ‘+, = ;, i E {1,2 ,.... t}. 
For two words x,x’ E (0, l}” and for an arbitrary word y E Y, f’(x, y) = ,f‘(x’. J>) 
holds if and only if two vectors ,u(x) and I lie in the same connected domain in 
R” determined by t hyperplanes above. So from Lemma 3.2 it holds that 
or 
log dim( 4) 3 log log nrow( CM) - log log ts( CM). 
The theorem follows from considering the best protocol. 0 
4. Functions with different communication characteristics 
We present two main boolean functions and their modifications with absolutely dif- 
ferent communication structures, which demonstrate the different aspects of the lower 
bounds from the previous section. 
Consider to simplify (in order not to use ceiling and floor brackets) that n is of 
the form n = 2” where k > 2 is the integer throughout this section (it is easy to 
generalize all the results of the section to the general case). 
Function fr(x, y) = 1 iff x = y is well known. One can easily see that the commu- 
nication matrix CM, for the boolean function ,fr is an 2” x 2” identity matrix and it 
holds that 
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Property 4.1. For the function fi it holds that 
1. ts(f,) = 2” - 1, 
2. DC(f,) = n, 
3. dcc(f,) = (2” - 1)/n, 
4. for P E W, 11, ~cc~(f~ I= ((2” - l)ln>h(p). 
Theorem 6. Given an arbitrary E E (0, i ), p = i + 6. Then 
logn - loglog(1 + l/s) - 1 <PC,(fi)<4logn. 
Proof. The randomized protocol, based on the “prime numbers algorithm” of [lo] is 
well known. It incurs restricted error while transmitting only SL(logn) bits. So, for an 
arbitrary E E (0, i), p = l/2 + E, it holds that (see, for example, [20]) 
PC,(f1)<4logn. 
Theorem 4 and Property 4.1 gives the lower bound. 0 
Function fz(x,y). Define informally fz(x,y) as follows: if one of the inputs (X or 
v) is a bit string with a single 1 then the value of fz(x,y) is the corresponding bit of 
the other player else the value of fz(x, JJ) is 0. 
Formal dejnition: Let Zi denote the following subset of (0, 1)“. Zi = {x(i) : i E 
{L2,..., n}}, where x(i), i E { 1,2,. . . , n}, is a word whose ith bit is 1 and the rest of 
the bits are 0. Define S as follows: 
S={O,l}~xZ,UZ, x(0,1}” 
Then 
f2k v> = 1 v:=, xi A yi if x, y E S, 0 else. 
Property 4.2. For the function f2 it holds that 
1. t.s(fz) = n, 
2. DC(f2) = n, 
3. dcc(f2) = 1, 
4. for p E [i, 11 pccJf2) = h(p). 
Proof. It follows from the definition of f2 that (1) the communication matrix CM, of 
the function f2 is the 2” x 2” matrix such that all 2” rows of CM2 are different and 
(2) the set Zi is the control set for CM,. 0 
Describe the probabilistic one-way protocol 4 for the boolean function f2. 
If x E ZI, x = x(i), i E {1,2 ,..., n}, then protocol $J works as follows. PO 
sends a message x E Zi and the message i to PI. PI outputs the correct answer 
with probability 1. 
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If x @ Zt, then protocol 4 works as follows. Consider, to simplify, that z = 2” 
where m is an integer (it is easy to generalize this protocol to the general case). The 
processor PO divides its input x on the z equal parts of the length n/z each. Then PO 
uniformly randomly chooses one of the parts X( I), j E { 1,2,. , z}, of the input .Y and 
sends a message x # Zr , j and x( i) to PI. 
PI works as follows. Pi checks its input y. If y @ Zr, then PI outputs the correct 
answer with probability 1. If y E Zi, y == y(i), i E { 1,2,. . . , n}, x(j) contains ith bit 
(in the general numeration of x) and this bit is 1, then PI outputs h = 1, else with 
probability q = i - l/(42 - 2) PI outputs b = 1, and with probability 1 ~ q outputs 
h = 0. 
So for the probabilistic protocol 4 we have 
Pr(+ outputs b = 1 when ,jj(x,y) = l)> l/z + (1 - l/z)q = i + l/(42 ~ 2), 
Pr($ outputs b = 0 when f~(x, .v) = 0) 2 1 - q = i + 1/(4z - 2). 
From the description of the probabilistic one-way protocol Q, for p = i + l/(42 ~ 2). 
for the boolean function f2 it follows 
PC&,n) d n/z + log z + 2 
Theorem 7. For the booleun jiuzction ,f2. 
log n ~ log log II - 1 d PC, ,g(,f2) < log n + 3. 
Proof. Let z = n. Then the upper bound follows from the description of the proba- 
bilistic one-way protocol 4 for the boolean function ,f2. So in our case parts X, are 
trivial and are exactly the ith bit of the input x. 
Theorem 5 gives the lower bound. 0 
Theorem 8. Let c( constant z 3 1, p = k + l/(42 - 2). Then 
n(1 - h(p)) - 1 6 PC,(f2) < n/z + log= + 2. 
Proof. The upper bound follows from the description of the probabilistic one-way 
protocol 4 for the boolean function ,f2. 
The lower bound follows from the fact that PccJf~) = h(p) and from the lowet 
bound of Theorem 1. 0 
Corollary 4.1. For the boolean function f2, u constunt t>2, z = [n”‘], p(t) = 
i $- l/(42 - 2) it holds that 
Proof. The upper bound follows from Theorem 8. 
Lower bound. In our case using Theorem 2 we have 
PCpd.f2) 3 O(nl(4z - 2j2 1 = O(n 
(I --2.‘9 q 
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We say that for a boolean function f : { 0, I}” x (0, I }” + (0, 1 } and for p, p’ E 
(0, 11, PC,(f) + pC_Af) if ~C~(~)/~C~~(~) + 0 when n + oo. Using Corollary 4.1 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. There exists an infinite sequence of integers 2 < tl < t:! < < 
tj < a** such that jbr each i 3 1, 
q?@,,(fi) -X PC,@.,, 02). 
Theorem 9. There exists boolean functions g1 and g2 such that 
DC(g2) + WY1 1, 
but for an arbitrary p E ( i, I), 
fqds2) + f+qJh 1. 
Proof. Functions g1 and g2 are the variants of the functions ft and fi, respectively. 
The variants consist of padding the inputs by 0’s. 
Define the function gt(x, y) as follows. gt(x, y) = 1 iff x = y and first n -- n”’ bits 
in x are 0. gl has the following comm~ication complexity characteristics. 
1. DC(g,) = Jr’!*. 
2. For6E(O,~)forp=++c, 
Define the function g&, y) similar to fi(x, y). Let 2; = {x(i) E 21 : i E (1,2,. . _, 
n’i4)), and S’ = (0, 1}” x 2;. We define 
g2h u) = 
i 
v:=, “% A yi, if x, y E S’, 
0 else. 
The function g2 has the following communication complexity properties: 
1. DC(gz) = n”4, 
2. ts(gz) = nii4, 
3. kc(gl) = 1 and for p E (4, l), pcc,(gz) = H(p), 
4. for a z>2 and for p = i + l/(42 - 2), 
PCP(gz)&rl”(l -h(p)) - 1. 0 
5. Complexity for almost all functions 
Denote by F(a) the set of all functions _& : (0, l}n x {O,l)” -+ (0, I}. Let E be 
some property of functions from P(rr)_ Denote by FE(n) the subset of unctions from 
P(n) without property E. We say that almost all functions have the property E if 
1 F’(n) I/ 1 F(n) I--+ 0 
as n -4 00. 
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Theorem 10. For almost all functions, er(n) E (0, i), er(n) + 0, p(n) = I - w(n) it 
holds that 
PC,c,,d.f;, ) 3 n - Q(n er(n) log er(np ), 
Proof. Elementary counting proves that (1) DC(,fn) = II for almost all functions ,f,?; 
and (2) for an arbitrary 0 E (0, 1) it holds that n <ts(CM) < (2 + H)n for almost all 
functions .f;!, (see, for example, book [26] for more precise upper bound for ts( CM)). 
Now using Theorem 3 we get the proof. 0 
Yao [27] proved that for an arbitrary fixed E E (0, i), p = i + e, and for almost all 
functions it holds that 
PC,( ,fj ) 3 H - log n - 2. 
Theorem 10 extends Yao’s result for the case er(n) + 0. 
Further results on the problem of probabilistic communication complexity for almost 
all functions can be found in [5,6]. 
6. Lower bounds for one-way probabilistic space complexity 
In this section we will use the following notation: C is a finite alphabet; I<‘*. C” 
denotes all words of the length <n and n. respectively, over Z. For a language L E Z* 
we denote L” = L n C”. 
6. I. Muchine model 
A deterministic one-way Turing machine has a read only input tape (reading head 
can only read and move to the right) and one worktape with two-way readiwrite head. 
One-way linear and superlinear space bounded Turing machines have the same power 
as the corresponding two-way machines (two-way machines have two-way read head 
on the input tape). But one-way Turing machines, sublinear space bounded machines, 
are less powerful than two-way machines (see, for example, [ 151). 
In this paper we use the following one-way machine model. On the input tape 
immediately after the last symbol of the input word there is a special marker written. 
The head on the input tape initial observes the first symbol of the input word; the 
worktape is empty. 
l The set of states Q is divided into two subsets Qactlve and Qpassive, QactlvcnQpasslve = @. 
l The set of states Qactive is divided into two subsets Qaccept and Qreject, QacccprnQrcjcc, = 
s. 
When the Turing machine is in the state q E Qactlve, then it reads the input symbol 
and moves its head on the reading tape to the right. When the Turing machine is in 
the state q E Qpassive, then it produces one step of computation without reading the 
input symbol and without moving on the input tape. When the Turing machine is in 
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the state q E Qactive and it reads the blank (first blank on the right-hand side from the 
marker), then it halts and accepts (rejects) the input if q E Qaaccept (q E Qr+ct). We 
consider that our Turing machine never writes the blank on its worktape. 
Denote by 1PTM the probabilistic one-way Turing machine (see [12] for definitions). 
We say thut 1PTM M recognizes language L 5 C* with probability p, p > 4, ij 
for arbitrary v E .Y when M works OIZ the word v with probubility no less than p 
ozitputs 2 (0) if u E L (0 $2 L). 
Definition 4. Let e(n) --+ 0 when n -+ co and p(n) = f + I. We say that 1PTM 
A4 recognizes language L C C* with probability p(n) if for arbitrary z: E C” when M 
works on the word v with the probability no less than p(n) outputs 1 (0) if u E L 
(c #L). 
Definition 5. We say that 1PTM M recognizes language L c Z* with probability p, 
p > i, (p(n) = $ -I- I c(n) + 0 when n + co) within space S(n) if 1PTM M 
recognizes language L C C* with probability p (p(n)) and for arbitrary v E Cn when 
M works on the word 0 for all finite paths of computation it uses no more than S(n) 
cells on his worktape. 
For functions S(n) and Z(n) we will write 
S(N) + l(n) 
if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for infinitely many ra it holds that S(n) >ccf(n). 
6.2. Lower bounds 
Denote by put(n) a partition of words of Z;” which satisfy the following property: 
for some k, 1 < k < n, each word in Cn is divided into a beginning of the length k 
and an end of the length n - k. 
Let L c C* be a language. Denote by DC(L, pit) the dete~inisti~ co~~ication 
complexity (see Definition 2) of the following characteristic function fL,n : C” + {0, l} 
of the language L: 
.&n(Q) = 
1 
1 ifuEL”, 
0 ifv$!Ln. 
Denote by PCJL, pat(n)) the probabilistic communication complexity (see Defini- 
tion 1) of the characteristic function & of the language L. 
The difference from the communication model from previous sections of the paper 
is that input words v E JY’ are divided among processors PO and PI according to the 
partition pat(n). 
Lemma 6.1. Let 1PTM M recognize language L C: 27 with probability p, p > 4, 
within space S(n). Then for an arbitrary partition pat(n) it holds that 
&4(n) $ PC,(L, pat(n)). 
Proof. We describe the following communication protocol @(pat(n)). which p- 
computes function &,. 
Let C = MM’, j I’/ = n, be an input word for the machine M. Let Ct (uf,. . . . C&l,k(zt) be 
all configurations of the machine A4 that are reachable during finite paths of computa- 
tion on the word 11 with non-zero probabilities PI(U). ., Pi/. Denote by p,(~l) 
the probability of the infinite work of the machine A4 on the input zd ( pX (u) = 
1 - cfl’;’ Pi(U)>. 
Processor PO receives the input td and Pi receives the input EV. 
During the computation on the input word 2: = un’, processor PO sends configuration 
C,(u) with probability p!(u) to processor Pt. Processor PO sends to processor PI special 
message * with probability p=(u). Processor Pr on obtaining message c(u) from PO 
starts its computation (simulation of the machine M) from the configuration C;(zc) on 
the second part u‘ of the word c. Processor Pt on obtaining message * from PO rejects 
the input word c. 
From the definition of the protocol @(pat(n)), the statement of our lemma results. 
We will use the notation 
according to Definition 3. In this notation CM is the communication matrix of the 
function .fL.,,. Rows and columns of the matrix CM correspond to first and second 
parts of words (according to the partition aat( from Z”, respectively. 
Theorem 11. Let IPTM M recognize kmguuge L i C* with probability p, p > i, 
within space S(n). Then for un urbitrury purtition pat(n) it holds thut 
&(nl 3 DCV, pat(rz))(l - p&L put(n))). 
Proof. Using Theorem 1 and the previous lemma we obtain the statement of the the- 
orem. q 
Theorem 12. Let c(n) + 0 when n + :x und p(n) =I f + c(n). Let IPTM M 
rec‘ogni-_e lur~g~~uge L C C* with probability p(n) within space S(n), und j2w ~~~~~t~~~o?~ 
pat(~) it hoid~ that pcc~~~~~(~~pat(~)~ = (p(~)). T! Ien .f&r the pu~tit~~~~ pat(n) it 
holds thut 
$4(n) += DC(L, pat(n))c”(n)). 
Proof. Using Theorem 2 and Lemma 6.1 we obtain the statement of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 13. Let fPTM M recogrzize bnguage L C C* with probability p = i + E, 
c E (0, i] within spuce S(n). Then ji)r an arbitrary purtition put(n) it holds thut 
rS~(n) + logDC(L, pat(n)). 
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Proof. Using Theorem 4 and Lemma 6.1 we obtain the statement of the theorem. q 
In the rest of the section we consider that C = (0, 1,2}. We will define two kinds 
of languages over C with a different deterministic and probabilistic space complexity: 
0 u={X=~2u2u: uE{O,l}~,k~l}. 
Property 6.1. There exists a deterFninisti~ one-way ~z4ri~~] ?Tla~hine ~tlhj~h recognizes 
the language U in space S(n) =$ n. For an arbitrary deterministic one-way Turing 
machine M which recognizes the languuge U in space Shl(n) it holds that: So > n. 
Proof. The proof is evident. The second part of the statement follows from the fact 
that h4 must remember on his worktape the first part of an input word up to the second 
symbol 2, q 
Theorem 14. For an arbitrary I-: E (0, f), p = i + E there exists a 1PTM which 
recognizes the language U with probability p within space S(n) 4 logn. For an 
arbitrary lPTM M which recognizes the language U with the probability p in space 
S&n) it holds that: S&t(n) 3 logn. 
Proof. The proof of the first part of the theorem results by using the known Freivald’s 
“small prime method” [lo] recognizing probabilistically the language (u2u : u E 
(0, 1)"). One can verify that the “small primary method” can be performed for U 
using G?(logn) space for one-way computation. 
To prove lower bound of the theorem, consider the following partition pat(n) of 
words of the form .Z”, w = 3k + 2, k 3 1. Each word v from C” is divided into two 
parts v = uw as follows: IuI = 2k + 2 and /WI = k. From the definition of the pat(n) 
we have that, for the function f"+ its communication matrix CM that corresponds to 
partition pat(n) has no less than 2k different rows. Using Theorem 13 we obtain the 
statement of the theorem. q 
l For x E (0, l}*, let o&(x) be a number such that the word x is its binary code, 
]]x]]= c&(x) + 1. Then 
w={a=w2~2r: ZJ,YE{~,~}*,/M/ = k, /r/ = logk, 
]jrJi -thiibit of the word u is 1, k = 2”,j>, l}. 
Property 6.2. There exists a deterministic one-way Turing machine which recognizes 
the language W in space S(n) < n. For an arbitrary deterministic one-way Turing 
machine M which recognizes the language W in space S,(n) it hoods that: S’@(n) + n. 
Proof. The proof is evident. The second part of the statement follows from the fact 
that M must remember on his worktape the first part of an input word up to the second 
symbol 2. 0 
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Theorem 15. For an arbitrary E E (0. i), p = i + E, and .for an arbitrary IPTM 
M kvhich recognizes the language W lvith probability p Ivithin space S,t,(n) it holds 
that 
Proof. For n = 2k + 2 + log k, k 3 1, consider the following partition pat(n) of words 
of the form C”. Each word v from C” is divided into two parts z’ = uw as follows: 
1~1 = 2k + 2 and IwI = log k. From the definition of language W and the partition 
pat(n) we have that 
1. for the function f~,~ its communication matrix CM that corresponds to partition 
pat(n) has 2’ different rows. 
2. t.s( W, pat(n)) = k. So it follows that pccr( W, pat(n)) = H(p). The statement of 
the theorem follows from Theorem 11. q 
Theorem 16. For an arbitrary i> 1, t = 2’, E(n) = l/Q(n2”), p(n) = i + r:(n), there 
exists a IPTM that recognizes the language W Lvith probability p(n) lvithin ,spucc 
S,u (n) such that 
(I-1.f) &dn)<n 
For an arbitrary lPTA4 M that recognizes the lanyuaye W Gth the probability, p 
in space &(n) it holds that 
&f(n) > n(r~4’f). 
Proof. We describe how 1PTM M works on the words of length n = 2k + 2 + log k 
of the form ~1 = -2u2r. 
Phase 1 (stochasiic). M uniformly chooses 
(1) one of the k’:’ subwords ud of the length k’-’ ’ of u; 
(2) the number d of the selected subword fjd. 
Phase 2 (deterministic). Using vd and d, machine M checks: 
(1) does cd have a bit number llrll in the general numeration of symbols of the word 
)I;) if “yes”, then M outputs correct answer; 
(3) if “not” then Phase 3. 
Phase 3 (stochastic). The machine M with probability i - 1/2(ul’:’ accepts input 
word and with probability i + 1/2~ul’~’ rejects it. 
Denote b = /uI ‘if. From the description of the machine A4 we have that: 
if v E W. then 
P(yes/v)=k+(l-i) (i-i) =i+&; 
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if a # W, then 
So machine A4 recognizes W with probability p(n) = 4 t-~(n), where a(n) = l/sZ(n2”). 
Lower bound is similar to the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 1.5 and results 
using Theorem 12 for p(n) = 4 + F(E) when E(E) = 1/2k2”. 0 
Property 6.3. There exists one-way non-deterministic Turing muchine thut recognizes 
the language W within ,space S(n) < logn. 
Proof. Evident. Cl 
Note. From Theorem 16 and Property 6.3 it follows that for a small (S(E) = o(n)) 
space complexity one-way Turing machine, Gill’s result [12] that NSPACE(S(n)) = 
RSPACE(S(n)) does not hold. Here RSPACE(S(n)) is a class of languages recognizable 
in one-sided error probabilistic space S(n). 
7. Probabilistic space hierarchy 
Let I(n) (l(n) < n) be a fully one-way space constructible function. (Following 
[16] we say that a function I(n) is a fully one-way space constructible if there exists a 
one-way deterministic Turing machine which when working on arbitrary input of the 
length n, n > 1, uses exactly I(n) cells on his worktape.) 
Define a language WI as follows 
l wt = {X = -2&r: u,r E (0, l}“, Iu/ = I(k), IrI = [log I(k)], lI+th bit of the 
k 
word u is I, k > ks}. 
The language W, is similar to the language W and has similar properties. 
Property 7.1. There exists a one-way deterministic Turing machine that recognizes 
the lunguuge W(l(n)) within space S(n) =$ l(n). For arbitrary one-way deterministic 
Turing machine M that recognizes the language Wt within space S(n) it holds that 
&f(n) Z= E(n). 
Theorem 17. For arbitrary E E (0, i), p = f + c, and ,jtir arbitrary IPTM M that 
recognizes the language WI with probability p within space S(n) such that it holds 
that 
Complexity properties of languages U, Wl prove proper hierarchy of one-way com- 
plexity classes inside SPACE(n). This is the first step in solving the problem to prove 
proper hierarchy for probabilistic complexity classes formulated in [4]). 
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We formulate hierarchy results formally. Let lDSPACE(S(n)) be a class of languages 
which are recognizable by one-way deterministic Turing machines in space S(n). Let 
lBI’S/‘ACE(S(n), p) (lBPSPACE(S(n), p(n))) be a class of languages which are rec- 
probability ognizable by one-way probabilistic Turing machines in space S(n) with 
p > + (a = i + f:(n), r:(n) + 0 when 17 + x’). 
) .SLl(.ll thut 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Theorem 18. For jiilly one-HYZ~ spcrw constructible jim~tions S(n), S’(n 
IOgn < S(fZ).S(l~) = O(S’(n)),S’(P?) < n, jbr il E (0. +] it kOldS thUt 
lsRsPACE(S(n), ; + E) c lBRSpACE(S’(n), ; + r:), 
lDSPACE(S(n)) c lBRsPACE(S(n), ; -t a). 
lDSPACE(S’(n)) @ lsRSpACE(S(n),; + a). 
For S’(n) -x II it holds thut lBEV’ACE(S(n), ; + i:) q! lDSfACE(S’(n)). 
Proof. (1) First statement follows from Theorem 17 and Property 7.1. 
(2) From Theorem 14 and Property 6.1 it follows that 
I/ E lBEV’ACE(S(n),; + F)\IDSPACE(S(~)). 
(3) For the language IV,,, from Property 7.1 and Theorem 17 it follows that 
Lz/,g E lDSR4CE(S’(n))\lBPSPACE(S(n), ; + i:). 
(4) For the language fJ from Property 6.1 and Theorem 14 it holds that 
ZJ E lBPSPACE(S(n),; + I:)\~DSPACE(S’(~)). C 
Theorem 19. For i> 1, t = 2’, und jbr c,(n) = ~I’Q(&~) ir holds thut 
1 BPSPACE(n’-““, ; + ai+j(n)) c IBPSPACE(H~’ ‘, i + [J,(H)). 
Proof. From q-s(n) > c,(n), it holds that 
1 BPSPACE(&‘:“, ; + &;+x(n)) g lBPSPACE(n’-’ ’ ) ; + e,(n)). 
Using Theorem 16 we have that 
kV’ E 1 BPSPACE(n’-‘~‘z, ; + ci(n)). 
For arbitrary probabilistic machine M that recognizes W with the probability p,+3(n) = 
i + [:,+3(n) within space S(n) from Theorem 16 it holds that 
S(,I) + 17(‘-4,‘t,+i), 
From the fact 
n( ’ ~ ’ ‘I, 1 
~~ 
,I( 1 --l l,+ 7 1 ---i 0, II + cc, 
it follows that 
JY @ 1BPSPACE (t~~‘!~‘, ; + el+&z)) 0 
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8. Concluding remarks 
There are two kinds of worlds of boolean functions: a world with a “large” commu- 
nication characteristic (large control set) and a world with a “small” communication 
characteristic (small control set). There are functions in the first world for which proba- 
bilistic computation can serve much complexity when we use it instead of deterministic 
one. For functions from the second world, probabilistic computations do not give much 
advantages in complexity. 
Entropic lower bound works good for the second world and give trivial lower bounds 
for the functions from the first world. Metric lower bound “universally” works for all 
worlds and it is good enough for functions from the first world, but for functions from 
the second world it is much weaker than the entropic lower bound. We mention that 
the function f such that f (x, y) = 1 iff x 3 y (we treat X, y as numbers whose binary 
representation are strings X, y) is from the first world. Its probabilistic communication 
characteristic pep(f) = ((2” - l)/n)H(p), p E (i, l), but we do not know a p- 
probabilistic protocol for f that needs o(n) complexity. 
It is an interesting open problem to prove lower bounds for probabilistic communica- 
tion complexity similar to Theorems 1 and 4 for probabilistic k-round protocols. This 
would require generalizing the lower bound methods from one-way communication 
protocols to two-way communication protocols. 
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